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Abstract 

 

Today E-commerce popularity has made web an excellent source of gathering customer reviews/opinions about a product that 

they have purchased. The number of customer reviews that a product receives is growing at a very fast rate. Opinion mining 

from product reviews, forum posts and blogs is an important research topic today with many applications. Customers use the 

reviews for deciding quality of product to buy. So, opinion mining may be a Decision making process. It means reviews are 

given to promote or to demote the product. There is need to find how many reviews are positive and how many are negative. So, 

to find out it features for which classification is going to be performed should be best or optimal. This Paper presents various 

approaches of classification for sentiment analysis and proposed work is selecting best feature set such as pos tags from reviews 

which we can easily classify the review of customer. Only features which are giving best decision for analysis have been selected 

in pre-processing task and Combination of best feature set will be used to classify reviews. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Text classification has been one of the key tools to automatically handle and organize text information for decades. In recent 

years, with more and more subjective information appearing on the internet, sentiment classification, as a special case of text 

classification for subjective texts, is becoming a hotspot in many research fields, including natural language processing (NLP), 

data mining (DM) and information retrieval (IR) [12].The main objective of opinion mining technique is to extract opinion from 

large amount of data. 

Two main research directions are there: subjectivity classification and sentiment classification. Sentiment classification is 

almost same as text classification. Bag of words (BOW) are used as a input features to classification algorithm, which are Naïve 

Bays (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Maximum Entropy (ME).These algorithms are machine learning . The 

effectiveness of machine learning techniques when applied to sentiment classification tasks is evaluated in the pioneering 

research by Pang et al. [2]. The experimental obtained through human generated baselines. But their performance is not as 

remarkable as when they are used in topical text classification. 

Only Bag of word features are not sufficient for sentiment  classification, so higher-order n-gram features, POS based features, 

word pairs and dependency relations, have been exploited to improve sentiment classification performance. In proposed paper 

best features, which are only affecting to opinion are being considered 

 
Fig. 1: Sentiment Analysis Model [14] 
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In this era of electronic almost all people come in contact of e-commerce. People are buying products on the web. For making 

people to do so online, merchant s have to enhance (increase) customer satisfaction and their experience in online shopping. For 

that if mostly online customers give their review for particular product. These reviews help us for decision making process .for 

example, if for any customers give positive reviews, then product is good so new customers can be satisfied by this positive 

review and can buy it trustfully. 

Example: 

For each feature, we identify how many customer reviews have positive or negative opinions. The specific reviews that 

express these opinions are attached to the feature. This facilitates browsing of the reviews by potential customers. We give a 

simple example to illustrate. Assume that we summarize the reviews of a particular digital camera, digital_camera_1. Our 

summary looks like the following: 

Digital_camera_1: 

picture quality: 

Positive: 253 <individual reviews> 

Negative: 6 <individual reviews> 

size: 

Positive: 134 <individual reviews> 

Negative: 10 <individual reviews>… 

Picture quality and size are opinion features. There are 253 customer reviews that express positive opinions about the picture 

quality, and only 6 that express negative opinions. <individual reviews> points to the specific reviews that give positive (or 

negative) comments about the feature. With such a feature-based opinion summary, a potential customer can easily see how the 

existing customers feel about the digital camera. If he/she is very interested in a particular feature, he/she can drill down by 

following the <individual reviews> link to see why existing customers like it or what they complain about. 

Task is performed by ensemble (combining) the best features of words (pos based tags) which we select for opinion mining. 

Picture quality and size are opinion features, so in above example 253 reviews are positive about picture quality and only 6 

reviews are negative. 

In this research we propose to study the problem of selecting best feature which are most useful for finding opinion whether 

the product is good or not. 

Automatic detection of emotions in text is becoming increasingly important from an applicative point of view. Websites are 

used for getting knowledge about particular product by customer’s opinion (by review, blog, survey) which is useful for deciding 

company’s place in the market. Opinion mining is based on feature of product on which they have been purchased by customers 

and these feature help to decide whether opinions are positive or negative. 

Moreover opinions mining can be used for recommendation system, government intelligence, citation analysis, human 

computer interaction and its computer assisted creativity. 

II. EXISTING TECHNIQUES AND APPROACHES 

 Machine Learning Techniques: A.

Machine learning techniques are most useful techniques for the sentiment analysis for categorized document or sentences into 

positive, negative or neutral categories. 

Machine learning techniques classified into two basic techniques as defined below. [1]- [4] 

 Supervised Machine Learning Techniques:  1)

Supervised machine learning techniques are used for classified document or sentences into finite set of class i.e into positive, 

negative and neutral. Training data set is available for all kind of classes. An optimal scenario will allow for the algorithm to 

correctly determine the class labels for unseen instances. This requires the learning algorithm to generalize from the training data 

to unseen situations in a "reasonable" way.[23] 

We are using Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive-Bayes, K-nearest neighbour (KNN), Logistic regression for 

classification purpose.SVM efficiently classifies news articles, Blogs into positive, negative or neutral category. Naive-Bayes 

efficiently classifies tweets or small piece of sentences called “Crunches”. 

KNN also give good result for sentence level sentiment analysis. 

 Unsupervised Machine Learning Techniques:  2)

Unsupervised machine learning techniques don‟t use training data set for classification. Clustering algorithms like K-means 

clustering, Hierarchical clustering used to classify data into categories. Semantic Orientation also provides to generate accurate 

result for classification. 

Neural network can be also used for defining threshold values to the words and classify them based on the defined values. 

Point wise mutual information (PMI) is also one of the unsupervised classification methods for sentiment analysis. 
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 Natural Language Processing: B.

Natural language processing techniques play important role to get accurate sentiment analysis. NLP techniques like Beg of 

words, Hidden markov model, part of speech (POS), N-gram algorithms, large sentiment lexicon acquisition and parsing 

techniques are used to express opinion for document level, sentences level and aspect level.[1,2,12] 

Large sentiment lexicon acquisition is used sentiment word dictionary which contains lot of sentiment words with their numeric 

threshold value for particular domain [1, 5]. Now-a-days SentiWordNet dictionary is used for subjective sentiment analysis. The 

method defines distance d(t1, t2) between terms t1 and t2 as the length of the shortest path between t1 and t2 in WordNet. The 

orientation of t is defined as SO(t) =(d(t, Like) − d(t,Hate))/d(Like,Hate). |SO(t)| is the strength of the sentiment of t, SO(t) > 0 

entails t is positive, and t is negative otherwise[1],[5],[12]. For objective sentiment classification we have to expand the 

vocabulary of SentiWordNet or WordNet by adding more words with proper threshold value. 

Noun phrase (NP), verb oriented, adjective oriented sentimental analysis concentrate on NP, verb and adjective respectively to 

classify the sentence or entity into positive, negative or neutral.[2], [5], [13] 

Word based techniques, Emotional based techniques are part of the NLP domain for sentiment analysis classification 

particularly for twitter message analysis. [6], [7] 

 Text Mining Techniques: C.

Text mining techniques are also useful for efficient automatic sentiment analysis for twitter messages. Text mining process 

divides into four stages. In this approach supervised machine learning algorithms are used for classification purpose. [3].Text 

Mining Process is shown in the figure 1. 

 
Fig. 2: Text Mining Process [6] 

Text mining classifier architecture stages are depicted in figure 2 for classification of twitter messages. 

 
Fig. 3: Text Mining Classification Architecture Stage [6] 

 Techniques of Information Theory and Coding [14], [18]: D.

The concept of mutual information (MI), TF-IDF and random process are also used for sentiment analysis and its classification. 

 Semantic Approach [22]: E.

For sentence level and entity or aspect level sentiment analysis the semantic approach is really useful and gives efficient result. 

In this approach we can us ontology learning techniques or description logic (DL) for defining semantic rules and put them 

together in the knowledge base. Using the rules of ontology and/or DL we can attach semantic orientation to the sentences or to 

the entities for proper sentiment analysis. Contexts which are provided to the sentences or to the entities are more clear and 

accurate. 

 Hybrid Approaches [5]-[19], [22]: F.

We can combine any of the above approaches, techniques or methods as and when needed for efficient sentiment analysis. Some 

hybrid approaches are defined as below. 

 We can use combination of supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised machine learning algorithms for sentiment 

analysis. 

 We can use Naive-Bayes , word based and emotional based techniques together as hybrid model in automatic sentiment 

analysis. 

 We can combine any of the machine learning techniques with NLP techniques like HMM, N-gram,POS, Bag of word 

and large sentiment lexicon acquisition for better and accurate result for implicit and explicit sentiment analysis.SVM 

and N-gram algorithms are used together for emotion identification of twitter messages. 
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 We can also combine any of the machine learning techniques, NLP techniques with semantic approach to generate 

proper semantic orientation for implicit opinion. 

 We can also combine any of the machine learning techniques, NLP techniques with/without semantic approach to 

generate proper semantic orientation as and when needed for analysing objective sentences that carry sentiment. 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 Data Pre-Processing [13]: A.

Data pre-processing is done to eliminate the incomplete, noisy and inconsistent data. Data must be preprocessed in order to 

perform any data mining functionality. Data Pre-processing involves the following tasks 

 Removing URLs 1)

In general URLs does not contribute to analyze the sentiment in the informal text. For example consider the sentence “I have 

logged in to www.Ecstasy.com as I’m bored” actually the above sentence is negative but because of the presence of the word 

ecstasy it may become neutral and it’s a false prediction. In order to avoid this sort of failures we must employ a technique  to 

remove URLs. 

 Filtering 2)

Usually people use repeated letters in words like happyyyyy to show their intensity of expression. But, these word are not present 

in the sentiwordnet hence the extra letters in the word must be eliminated. This elimination follows the rule that a letter can’t 

repeat more than three times hence can eliminate such letter. 

 Questions 3)

The question words like what, which, how etc., are not going to contribute to polarity hence in order to reduce the complexity 

such words are removed. 

 Removing Special Characters 4)

Special characters like.,[]{}()/’ should be removed in order to remove discrepancies during the assignment of polarity. For 

example “it’s good:” if the special characters are not removed sometimes the special characters may concatenate with the words 

and make those words unavailable in the dictionary. In order to overcome this we remove special characters. 

 Removal of Retweets. 5)

Retweeting is the process of copying another user's tweet and posting to another account. This usually happens if a user likes 

another user's tweet. Retweets are commonly abbreviated with \RT." For example, consider the Following tweet: Awesome! RT 

@rupertgrintnet Harry Potter Marks Place in Film History http://bit.ly/Eusxi :). 

Where it has to be done before applying any classification algorithm. In [13, 11] performed three pre-processing tasks. One 

task to remove URLs from the input file next one to remove special characters, and also removed repeated letters from a word, 

the last task is to remove question words. The pre-processed document can be given as input to any Machine Learning 

algorithms. 

 Review Analysis: B.

In [4], author has proposed a number of techniques for mining opinion features from product reviews based on data mining and 

natural language processing methods. The objective is to produce a feature-based summary of a large number of customer 

reviews of a product sold online. Feature based summary is produced by generating frequent pattern features (Association rule 

mining), opinion words extraction, infrequent feature identification, Opinion Sentence Orientation Identification, etc... 

Improvement can be done in these techniques by grouping features according to the strength of the opinions that have been 

expressed on them, e.g., to determine which features customers strongly like and dislike. This will further improve the feature 

extraction and the subsequent summarization. 

The ensemble framework is applied to sentiment classification tasks, with the aim of efficiently integrating different feature 

sets and classification algorithms to synthesize a more accurate classification procedure [12]. 

First, two types of feature sets are designed for sentiment classification, namely the part-of-speech based feature sets and the 

word-relation based feature sets. 

 Sentiment Classification: C.

Considering the problem of classifying documents not by topic, but by overall sentiment, e.g., determining whether a review is 

positive or negative. Using movie reviews as data, it is found that standard machine learning techniques definitively outperform 

human-produced baselines. However, the three machine learning methods are Naive Bayes, maximum entropy classification, and 

support vector machines. In terms of relative performance, Naive Bayes tends to do the worst and SVMs tend to do the best, 

although the differences aren't very large [2]. 

These three text classification algorithms, namely naı¨ve Bayes, maximum entropy and support vector machines, are employed 

as base-classifiers for each of the feature sets. [12] 

SVMs are popular in text classification tasks since they scale to the large amount of features often incurred in domain [5] 
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